JUBILEE OF DANCE
Friday, December 1, 2023 | 7:30 PM
Houston Ballet Orchestra conducted by Ermanno Florio & Simon Thew

APPROXIMATE RUN TIMES - ACT I: 50 Minutes, INTERMISSION: 25 Minutes,
ACT II: 38 Minutes, INTERMISSION: 20 Minutes, ACT III: 34 Minutes

ACT I
SYLVIA (2019)
The Charge of Artemis' Army
Artemis  Jacquelyn Long
Oupis    Danbi Kim
Loxo     Aoi Fujiwara
Hekaerge Alyssa Springer

with
Artists of Houston Ballet, Houston Ballet II and Houston Ballet Academy

CLINE TIME (2004)
Crazy
Bridget Allinson-Kuhns

Nikita Baryshnikov, Griffin Koehl, Riley McMurray, Samuel Rodriguez,
Aaron Daniel Sharratt, Ryan Williams

ROMEO AND JULIET (2015)
Balcony Pas De Deux
Monica Gomez and Connor Walsh

MARIE (2009)
Versailles Banquet Dance

Marie Antoinette  Alyssa Springer
Louis Auguste (Louis XVI)  Elivelton Tomazi
Elizabeth          Gretel Batista
Louis XVI's sister
Charles (Count d'Artois)  Masanori Takiguchi
Louis XVI's brother
Louis Xavier (Count de Provence)  Jack Wolff
Louis XVI's brother
Count Axel Pernow  Skylar Campbell
Swedish count
Princess de Lombarde  Zoe Lucich
Duchesse Polignac     Jacquelyn Long
Prince Rohan         Samuel Rodriguez
Marquis de Lafayette  Ryo Kato
Madame Henriette Campan  Natalie Varnum
Comtesse d'Artois    Jaci Doty
Wife of Charles
Comtesse Provence (Maria Josephine)  Estheysis Menendez
Wife of Louis Xavier
Comtesse de Noailles  Jaclyn Oakley
Head servant of Marie Antoinette

with
Artists of Houston Ballet
ACT I continued

TAPESTRY (2012)
First Movement
Eric Best
Aoi Fujiwara, Naazir Muhammad, Harper Watters
Chae Eun Yang, Yumiko Fukuda, Kellen Hornbuckle,
Riley McMurray, Saul Newport, Ryan Williams

LA BAYADÈRE (2010)
Agni (Fire God)
Simone Acri

GISELLE (2016)
Giselle and Albrecht
Yuriko Kajiya and Gian Carlo Perez

SWAN LAKE (2006)
Dance of the Hunters
PRINCE SIEGFRIED
Chase O'Connell
with
Artists of Houston Ballet, Houston Ballet II and Houston Ballet Academy

RESTORATION (2020)
Soo Youn Cho, Karina González, Yuriko Kajiya, Melody Mennite,
Connor Walsh, Charles-Louis Yoshiyama, Christopher Coomer, Mónica Gómez,
Oliver Halkowich, Allison Miller, Tyler Donatelli, Bridget Kuhns,
Jacquelyn Long, Mackenzie Richter, Aaron Daniel Sharratt, Alyssa Springer,
Hayden Stark, Harper Watters, Estheysis Menendez, Natalie Varnum,
Henrique Barbosa, Chandler Dalton, Kellen Hornbuckle, Naazir Muhammad, Chae Eun Yang
with
Artists of Houston Ballet and Houston Ballet II

IN GOOD COMPANY (2021)
The Dead South
Jacquelyn Long and Skylar Campbell
with
Artists of Houston Ballet and Houston Ballet II

INTERMISSION
ACT II

STANTON WELCH TRIBUTE VIDEO

PARODIE DE L'HISTOIRE DU BALLET
Jaci Doty, Rafaela Henrique, Ryo Kato, Danbi Kim,
Riley McMurray, Saul Newport, Samuel Rodriguez, Natalie Varnum

Parodie de l'histoire du ballet is underwritten by Kent and Shara Schaffer

CATEGORY FOUR
Bridget Allinson-Kuhns, Nikita Baryshnikov, Eric Best, Neal Burks,
Yumiko Fukuda, Madison Russo, Elivelton Tomazl, Ryan Williams

CATEGORY FOUR is underwritten by Dr. Julia Andrieni and Dr. Robert Phillips

ILLUMINATE
Aoi Fujiwara, Naazir Muhammad, Chase O'Connell,
Alyssa Springer, Harper Watters, Allison Whitley

Illuminate is underwritten by Ann Trammell

INTERMISSION

ACT III

VI ET ANIMO
Simone Acri, Eric Best, Mónica Gómez, Yuriko Kajiya,
Danbi Kim, Jacquelyn Long, Naazir Muhammad, Harper Watters
with
Artists of Houston Ballet and Houston Ballet II

Vi et animo is underwritten by Anne and Albert Chao

Stage Managers: Jonathan Moore and Eli Walker

Casting subject to change.
Once the performance begins, there is no re-entry.